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Abstract
Speech enhancement algorithms play an essential role in foren-
sic applications, and enhanced speech signals can be used in
court as evidence in criminal cases. This paper compares the
performance of single channel (spectral subtraction and level
dependent wavelet threshold techniques) and multiple channel
(independent component analysis or ICA) speech enhancement
algorithms to remove real environmental noise from noisy audio
recording signals. Experimental results demonstrate that ICA
achieves a significant improvement in average signal to noise
ratio (SNR) enhancement compared to single channel speech
enhancement algorithms, when 100 sentences from a forensic
voice comparison database were corrupted with a car, street and
factory noise at input SNR (-10 to 10 dB).
Index Terms: speech enhancement, independent component
analysis, spectral subtraction, wavelet threshold technique
1. Introduction
Speech recordings obtained in the context of law enforcement
agencies are often degraded by various types of real environ-
mental noise. The police agencies often use hidden micro-
phones to record the speech from the criminal in public places.
Such forensic audio recordings may be far away from the hid-
den microphones and these recordings are often corrupted by
car, street or machinery (factory) noise. It is difficult to directly
use these recordings in court as a part of evidence in criminal
cases, because their intelligibility is poor. Therefore, speech en-
hancement algorithms in real-life casework may be more com-
plicated than those in theoretical research. Choosing the most
reliable method for speech enhancement algorithm under these
conditions play an important role in forensic applications. The
enhanced speech signal can be used to eventually establish or
confirm the identity of the criminal [1].
Speech enhancement algorithms can be divided into sin-
gle channel and multiple channel algorithms depending on the
number of the microphones that are used for collecting the noisy
speech signal. Various algorithms for single channel speech en-
hancement, such as spectral subtraction [2] and wavelet thresh-
old techniques [3] have been proposed in the last few decades,
but these methods do not achieve great improvements in speech
quality when the speech signal is corrupted with real environ-
mental noise.
The spectral subtraction algorithm [2] is based on subtract-
ing the estimated spectrum of the noise signal from the spectrum
of the noisy speech signal. Since the spectrum of real environ-
mental noise and speech signal are not uniformly distributed
over the whole frequency bands, the musical noise will appear
in the enhanced speech signal. This noise will lead to reduction
in the quality of the denoised speech signal [4]. Wavelet de-
noising techniques are widely used to suppress noise from noisy
speech signals [3] [4]. Noise is removed by applying an appro-
priate threshold to the wavelet cofficients for high frequency
bands (detailed coefficients). This is based on the assump-
tion that detail coefficients below significant energy levels arises
from background noise rather than speech [3]. Wavelet thresh-
old techniques fail to suppress noise in high SNR cases [5]. Col-
ored noise is a non-stationary signal and the distribution of col-
ored noise is spread non-uniformly over different frequency sub
bands [4]. Such noise can have significant energy in the wavelet
coefficients for low frequency band (approximation) or detail
wavelet coefficients. If the power spectral density of the col-
ored noise is concentrated at low frequency sub bands, a thresh-
old applied to high frequency components of the noisy speech
signals will not eliminate the low frequency components of the
noise and will lead to a poor signal to noise ratio at the output.
Multichannel speech enhancement algorithms can be used
to suppress and improve the quality of the speech signal under
noisy conditions [6] . Independent component analysis (ICA) is
widely used in multi channel speech enhancement and it is used
to separate the speech from the noise by transforming the noisy
speech signals into components which are statistically indepen-
dent [7]. The principle of estimating independent components
is based on maximizing the non-Gaussian distribution of one in-
dependent component [8]. The difference between a Gaussian
distribution and the distribution of the independent component
is measured using a contrast parameter, such as kurtosis, which
is maximized by the ICA algorithm [8].
Single and multiple speech enhancement algorithms were
also used to suppress the noise from noisy forensic recording
signal in the existing literature review. Single channel speech
enhancement was used with dynamic time warping and wavelet
packet threshold techniques to suppress co-talker interference
noise from forensic audio recordings in [9]. Multichannel
speech enhancement was used to remove co-talker noise from
the noisy forensic recording by using the delay and sum beam-
forming algorithm in [6]. Spectral subtraction was used to re-
move colored noise from mixed speech signals and convolutive
ICA was used to separate one speaker from another in [1] to
improve the performance of speaker identification. The original
contribution of this research is to investigate the performance of
ICA to suppress real environmental noise from short utterance
of noisy forensic recordings, and to compare this performance
with single speech enhancement algorithms under such condi-
tions.
2. Model of ICA
Let the speech and noise signals emitted from N sources be
represented as s(t) = {s1(t), s2(t), ..., sN (t)}. The noisy
speech signals can be recorded instantaneously by using M mi-
crophones in a street for forensic applications and be expressed
as x(t) = {x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xM (t)}. Instantaneous ICA can
be defined as a linear transformation of noisy speech signals
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into components which are statistically independent, and can be
represented as [8]
x = As (1)
where A is an unknown mixing matrix
The goal of ICA is to estimate the original sources from the
mixed signals. The estimates of speech and noise signals (sˆ)
can be represented by the following equation:
sˆ = Wx (2)
where W is the unmixing matrix which equals the inverse of the
mixing matrix A when the matrix is square.
In this paper, we use two sources (speech and noise) and
two microphones to record the noisy speech signals(M = N =
2). Therefore, the mixing and unmixing matrices are square and
they have a size of 2× 2.
2.1. Fast ICA Algorithm
The procedure for a fast ICA algorithm for one unit can be il-
lustrated by the following steps [8] :
1. Remove the mean value from the noisy signal and center
its distribution.
2. Whiten the noisy speech signal (x) to get (xw) by using
eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance of the noisy
speech signal.
xw = V D
−1/2V Tx (3)
where V is the eigenvector matrix of the covariance of
the noisy speech signal, and D−1/2 is the inverse square
root diagonal of the eigenvalue matrix.
3. Choose an initial vector of unmixing matrix W.
4. Estimate a row vector of unmixing matrix
w+ = E{xw g(wT xw)} − E{g′(wT xw)}w (4)
where w+ is the new value of the row vector of the un-
mixing matrix, E is the sample mean, g and g′ are the
first and the second derivatives of the contrast function
respectively.




where w∗ is the normalization of the new row vector of
the unmixing matrix.
6. Insert w = w∗ in step 4 and repeat the procedure until
there is convergence.
The criterion of convergence is that the direction of previ-
ous and new values of w must be in the same direction, i.e. the
dot product of these w points is almost equal to one.
This algorithm is based on separating one non-Gaussian
component each time under the assumption that the sum of the
others has a Gaussian distribution. It is necessary to prevent
different row vectors of w from converging to the same maxima
and this can be performed by using a deflation decorrelation of
the output wT1 x,wT2 x, · · · ,wTp x after every iteration.
3. Denoising by Wavelet Thresholding
Removing noise components by thresholding the wavelet coef-
ficients is based on the assumption that in a noisy speech signal,
the energy of the speech signal is mainly concentrated in a small
number of wavelet dimensions [3]. The energy of these coeffi-
cients has larger values compared with other coefficients (espe-
cially noise) that have their energy spread over a large number
of wavelet coefficients [3]. Thresholding the smaller wavelet
coefficients to zero may reduce the noise components from a
noisy speech signals [3].
Level dependent wavelet threshold techniques are used
widely to suppress the noise from the noisy speech signal and
improve the intelligibility of the speech [3]. This method is used
in this paper because the forensic audio recording is corrupted
with different types of colored noise and these noises have dif-
ferent distributions in different frequency subbands. Threshold-
ing the wavelet coefficients for high frequencies( detail) of the
noisy speech signal at each level may reduce the effect of the
colored noise at high levels of noise. Level dependent threshold
(λ) can be represented by [3]:
λ = σj(
√





where MAD is the median absolute deviation of the detailed
coefficients for each level (Dj) andNj is the length of the noisy
speech signal for each level.
The procedure of level dependent wavelet threshold tech-
niques can be illustrated by the following steps.
• Frame the noisy speech signal into several segments by
using a Hamming window. The frame duration used in
this paper is 25 msec.
• Compute the wavelet coefficients of the noisy speech sig-
nal by using discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
• Threshold the detailed coefficients of the noisy speech
signal by using a hard or a soft level dependent thresh-
old. Hard (Thard) and soft (Tsoft) thresholds can be ex-
pressed by the following equations:
0.1Thard(Dj) =
{
Dj , |Dj | > λ
0, |Dj | 6 λ (8)
0.1Tsoft(Dj) =
{
sign(Dj) ∗ (|Dj | − λ), |Dj | > λ
0, |Dj | 6 λ (9)
• Reconstruct the enhanced speech signal by applying the
inverse discrete wavelet transform to the thresholded
wavelet coefficients.
4. Spectral Subtraction
This method is based on subtracting the estimated power spec-
trum of the noise from the power spectrum of the noisy speech
signal, without prior knowledge of the power spectral density
of the clean speech and noise signals. Spectral subtraction can
be used to suppress background noise by assuming the noise is
stationary or changing slowly during the non-speech and speech
activity periods [2].
The procedure of spectral subtraction can be summarized
by the following steps. Firstly, the noisy speech signal is framed
into several overlapping segments by using a Hamming win-
dow. The duration of the frame used in this paper is 25 msec and
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the duration of the overlap between two successive windows is
12.5 msec [10]. Secondly, the noise is estimated by comput-
ing the average power spectrum of noise from several silence
frames (noise only). Spectral distance voice activty detector is
used to determine the noise frames. Then, Fourier transform
has been applied to the windowed frames of the noisy speech
signal . Spectral subtraction can be computed as [10]:
0.1|Sˆ(k)|2 =
{
|X(k)|2 − δ|Dˆ(k)|2, |X(k)|2 − δ|Dˆ(k)|2 > β|Dˆ(k)|2
β|Dˆ(k)|2,Otherwise
(10)
where X(k), Sˆ(k) and Dˆ(k) are the magnitude power spec-
trum of the segment of corrupted speech, estimated speech and
estimated noise respectively, δ is the over subtraction factor and
it depends on a posteriori segmental SNR, and β is the spec-
tral factor with values between 0 and 1. For a large value of
β, the spectral floor is high and the remaining noise is audi-
ble, while choosing a small value of β, the noise is significantly
reduced, but the remnant noise becomes annoying. Hence,the
optimum value of β used in this paper is 0.03 [10]. Finally, the
enhanced speech signal sˆ(t) can be obtained by applying an in-
verse Fourier transform to the phase function of discrete Fourier
transform of the input speech signal and the estimated spectrum
of the speech |Sˆ(k)|.
5. Simulation Results
In this section, we present the simulation results of the indepen-
dent component analysis, as well as a comparison with spectral
subtraction and wavelet denoising techniques for the speech en-
hancement algorithms. For this paper, 4 levels and Daubechies
8 of the wavelet family were used, respectively. One hundred
sentences from forensic voice comparison databases were used
for simulation. The forensic voice comparison databases Aus-
tralian English: 500+ speakers [11] consisted of 532 Australian
speakers. Each speaker was recorded in three speaking styles
(informal telephone conversation, information exchange task
over the telephone and pseudo police style) which are popular
speaking styles in forensic applications. The speech was sam-
pled at 44.1 kHz and 16 bit/sample resolution in this database.
Various types of real environmental noise were used in this
test from NOISEX-92 [12] and QUT-NOISE databases [13].
The NOISEX-92 database consists of various types of real en-
vironmental noise, recorded at 19.98 kHz sample rate with 16
bit resolution [12]. The QUT-NOISE database was created by
collecting 10 hours of background noise in 5 common scenarios
(cafe, home, street, car and reverberation). Each type of noise
was recorded in two locations and the noise signal was sampled
at 48 kHz sample rate with 16 bit resolution [13].
In these simulated results, the first and second microphones
(x1 and x2) have the same distance to the clean speech source
from forensic voice comparison database, but the noise( car,
street noise from QUT-NOISE database and factory noise from
NOISEX-92 database) has different distance to the second mi-
crophone resulting in the value of the mixing coefficient of the
noise (α). These noises were used in this paper because these
types of real environmental noise are more likely to occur in
real covert forensic recordings. The mixed speech signal in an
ICA algorithm can be represented by :
x1 = s(n) + e(n) (11)
x2 = s(n) + αe(n) (12)
where s(n) is the original speech signal and e(n) is the noise.
Two down sampling frequencies were used in this paper.
Firstly, the car and street noises were down sampled to 44.1 kHz
before mixing with clean speech signal. Secondly, the speech
signal was also down sampled to 19.98 kHz when factory noise
was corrupted with clean speech signal. The down sampled is
necessary to match the sampling frequencies of the clean speech
and noise signals.
The mixed speech signals are separated using the fast ICA
algorithm and the contrast function used in fast ICA has a Gaus-
sian function [8]
There is an arbitrariness in the sign upon inversion. The
problem of the sign change of the samples of estimated speech
compared with samples of original speech in an ICA algorithm
is solved by multiplying all samples of the estimated speech
signal by -1 if the maximum correlation coefficient between es-
timated and original speech has a negative sign.
To evaluate the performance of speech enhancement algo-
rithms in removing the noise from the speech signal, we use the








where s(n) is the original speech signal, and sˆ(n) is the esti-
mated original speech signal. The SNR enhancement(SNRe)
in (dB) can be defined by:
SNRe = SNRo − SNRi (14)
where SNRi is the input SNR and it can be computed by the
ratio of the sum squared of the clean speech to that of the noise
from the first microphone (x1).
To evaluate the effect of the changing mixing coefficient
(α) on the performance of ICA to separate the noise from the
noisy speech signal, we chose different values of α, ranging
from 0.4 to 2.0. Experimental results demonstrated that increas-
ing the value of α decreased the average SNR enhancement
when car, street and factory noise were added to 100 sentences
from forensic voice comparison database.
Figures (1-3) show comparisons of the average and standard
deviation of SNR enhancement for different speech enhance-
ment algorithms when 100 sentences from the forensic voice
comparison database were corrupted with street noise, factory
noise and car noise. Standard deviations from the Monte Carlo
simulation are given on the bars. The value of (α) used in the
simulation results of Figures (1-3) was 2 to compare the perfor-
mance of multiple speech enhancement algorithm (ICA) under
worst case conditions with single channel algorithms.
From Figures (1 to 3) we conclude the following:
• Independent component analysis achieves significant
improvement in average SNR, compared with spectral
subtraction and wavelet threshold techniques, when the
speech signals were corrupted with street, car and factory
noise for input SNR ranging from -10 to 10 dB.
• Level dependent wavelet denoising techniques achieve
higher average SNR enhancement compared with the
spectral subtraction algorithm for the same conditions,
because real environmental noise are not uniformly dis-
tributed over the whole frequencies. Thresholding the
detail coefficients in each high frequency sub band by
using level dependent wavelet threshold will lead to
improved average SNR enhancement at high levels of
noise.
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 Figure 1: Comparison of average SNR enhancement when street
noise is added to the forensic database
 
Figure 2: Comparison of average SNR enhancement when fac-
tory noise is added to the forensic database
• Level dependent threshold and spectral subtraction fails
to suppress real environmental noise for input SNR in the
range 5 to 10 dB, because power spectral densities of real
environmental noise are concentrated at certain frequen-
cies. Using a fixed oversubtracting parameter in spectral
subtraction or thresholding all high frequency sub bands
of the noisy speech signal at low levels of noise will lead
to a distortion of the enhanced speech signal.
6. Conclusions
This paper compares the performance of ICA with specral sub-
traction and wavelet level dependent threshold techniques to
suppress real environmental noise from noisy forensic record-
ings. Computer simulation results show that ICA achieves
higher average SNR improvement than single speech enhance-
ment algorithms for SNR levels in the range -10 dB to 10 dB.
Further work is required to investigate the effect of channel de-
lay duration on the performance of the convolutive ICA to sup-
press the noise from noisy speech signal and compare this result
with other single speech enhancement algorithm (Wiener filter)
and multiple speech enhancement (beamforming algorithm) for
forensic applications.
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